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Abstract. Indexed by the integer lattice of dimension at least two, there exists

a nondegenerate strictly stationary random field which is one-dependent with

respect to "lattice-halfspaces" but which is also measurable with respect to its

own tail sigma-field.

1. Introduction

Suppose X := (Xk , k £ Zd) is a random field indexed by the ¿/-dimensional

integer lattice, on a probability space (Q, &~, P). For any nonempty set S c

Zd , let o(Xk , k £ S) denote the a -field of events generated by (Xk , k £ S).
For every i £ {1,2, ... , d} and every integer m , define the sets

Gt,m := {k:=(kx,..., kd) £ Zd : k¡ < m}

and

H,,m := {k:=(kx,..., kd) £ Zd : k¡ > m}.

The random field X will be said to be "lattice-halfspace one-dependent" if the

following holds: For every /' e {1, ... , d} and every integer m , the a -fields

a(Xk, k£Gi,m) and o(Xk, k£H¡^m+2) are independent.
For the random field X, the "tail rj-field" is

^:=pcT(Xt, k£Zd-S),

s

where the intersection is taken over all finite subsets S c Zd. (Note that for

a random sequence, i.e., the case d = 1, this cr-field ¿7" is the "double" tail

cr-field.) The random field X will be said to be "tail deterministic" if all of its

random variables Xk , k £ Zd , are measurable with respect to 3~.

Theorem 1. Suppose d > 2 is an integer. Then there exists a nondegenerate

strictly stationary random field X := (Xk, k £ Zd) which is both "'lattice-

halfspace one-dependent" and "tail deterministic".

That is our main result. It is motivated by various conditions of weak de-

pendence (e.g., mixing conditions) that have been used in the study of limit
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theory for random fields (see, e.g., [3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17, 19]). In some
papers, the amount of "dependence" (according to some criterion) between the

cr-fields o(Xk , k £ G¡<m) and o(Xk , k e ///,«) is assumed to approach zero

as « - m —► oo. In some other papers, the amount of "dependence" between

o(Xk, k £ G) and o(Xk , k £ H), where the sets G and H are essentially

"arbitrary", is assumed to approach zero as the "minimum distance" between G

and H becomes large. This latter type of condition is the more stringent one.

The purpose of Theorem 1 is to provide an (in some sense) extreme "separation"

of these two types of conditions.

Bulinskii [6, Theorem 2.1, p. 13] earlier also constructed a (not strictly sta-

tionary) random field X := (Xk, k £ Zd) to "separate" these two types of

conditions. Without going into technical details, let us describe the two main

properties of his construction.

(1) With respect to "lattice-halfspaces" (G¡tm and ///,«), his random field
satisfies the (Rosenblatt) "strong mixing" condition, with any arbitrary pre-

scribed mixing rate except for (lattice-halfspace) m-dependence.
(2) With respect to general index sets G and H, his random field fails to

satisfy "strong mixing". The random field X in our Theorem 1 complements

property (1) of Bulinskii's construction and strengthens property (2).

Various other connections (or lack of them) between various conditions of
weak dependence on random fields have been examined, e.g., in [2, 4, 5, 6, 8,

18, 19].
Of course, Theorem 1 fails for random sequences, i.e., the case d — 1.

In [1, 7, 12, 14, 15] nondegenerate strictly stationary random sequences are

constructed which have trivial "past" and "future" tail cr-fields or even satisfy

some strong mixing condition but which have a nontrivial "double" tail cr-field

or are even "(double) tail deterministic".
Theorem 1 is proved in §3. That proof will be based on preliminary work

done in §2. Our construction will mimic the one in [14, p. 155, lines 5-10, and

p. 156, lines 4-12].
For typographical convenience, products like Y\k€Sak will sometimes be

written Y[[ak : k £ S], and a similar notation will be used for sums.

2. Preliminaries

This section is devoted to a proof of

Proposition 1. Suppose d > 2 is an integer. Then there exists a (nonstationary)

random field X := (Xk, k £ Zd) which is both "lattice-halfspace one-dependent"

and "tail deterministic" such that each Xk takes only the values -1 and +1,

with P(Xk = -l) = P(Xk = 1) = \ .

In §3 this random field X will be "converted" into a stationary one. Our

(nonstationary) construction for Proposition 1 will resemble the one in [14, p.

155, lines 5-10], which was attributed there to David Freedman.

Proof of Proposition 1. For every k := (kx, ... , kd) £ Zd, define the "sup

norm" ||A:|| := max.^,^ \k¡\.

For each « = 0,1,2,..., define the set S„ := {k e Zd : \\k\\ = «} .
Let N denote {1,2,3,...}. Let <t>: N -> Zd be a one-to-one corre-

spondence such that ||(/>(«)|| is nondecreasing as « increases. Obviously this
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forces <p(l) = (0, 0, ... , 0), cp(n) £ Sx for 2 < « < 3d, </>(«) e S2 for
3d + 1 < « < 5d , and so on. Clearly one has

(2.1) \\<p(n)\\<n   V«eN.

Define the set To := S0 = {(0, ... ,0)} , and for each « £ N define the set
F„ := Sn-{(n, 0, ... ,0)}. Then T0 U F, U F2 U ••• = Zd - {(«, 0, ... , 0) :

« € N} . Let (Xk, k £ To U Tx U F2 U • • • ) be i.i.d. r.v.'s taking only the values

-1 and +1, with P(Xk = -1) = P(Xk = 1) = \ .
To complete the definition of the random field X, we shall define the r.v.'s

Xi„to.o) > « e N, by the formula

(2.2) X(n,o.o) := -*>(«) ' 11 I^fc '■ k £ T„].

Since 0(1) = (0, ... , 0), X(X>0.o) is weH defined.  Now suppose « > 2.

Then m := \\(p(n)\\ < n by (2.1). If 4>(n) £ Tm , then ^(„,o,...,o) is well
defined. If instead </>(«) = (w, 0, ... , 0) and X(m>0>...>0) is already defined,
then AT(n>o,...,o)  is well defined.   Thus (2.2) can be used recursively (where

necessary) to define Xi„ ;o.o)> n £ N. This completes the definition of the
random field X.

Note that for all k £Zd we have that Xk takes only the values -1 and +1.

(For k = (n ,0, ... , 0), « e N, again use (2.2) recursively where necessary.)

This fact will be used freely in what follows. In particular, it implies that

Xk = l/Xk for each k, and by (2.2)

(2.3) Xm = \\[Xk:k£Sn]   V«eN.

Lemma 1. For each m = 0, 1,2,...,

oiXk ,k£Sm)c o(Xk , k £ Sm+X U Sm+2 U Sm+i U ■ • • )•

Proof. Suppose m > 0 and j £ Sm ■   Let n £ N be the integer such that

cpin) = j.   By (2.1),  m = \\j\\ < n, and, by (2.3),  Xj  is o(Xk , k £ im-
measurable.   Thus Xj is o(Xk , k £ Sm+X U Sm+2 U • • • )-measurable.   Since

j £ Sm was arbitrary, Lemma 1 follows.

As a consequence of Lemma 1, we have that the random field X is "tail

deterministic", which is one of the required properties in Proposition 1.

Lemma 2. For each n £ N, the r.v. X(n<o.o)  is measurable with respect to

o(Xk, k£T0UTxU---UTn) and P(X{n,o[..'.,o¡ = -I) = P(X(n,o,...,o) = I) = {- ■

Proof. Suppose « € N. By (2.1) and (2.2), X(„to.o) is the product of the
Xks, k £ T„, and Xj for some j such that m :- \\j\\ < «. It suffices to
establish the fact that Xj is a(Xk , k £ To U • • • U T„)-measurable and that the
Xks, k £ T„ , and Xj are i.i.d., taking the values -1 and +1 with probability

5 each. We already have the fact if j £ Tm. If instead m > 1 and j =

(m, 0, ... , 0), then in this case too we still have the fact, if we first assume

that the conclusion of the lemma is already established for the integer m . Thus

Lemma 2 can be proved by using induction.

To complete the proof of Proposition 1, all that remains is to prove that the

random field X is "lattice-halfspace one-dependent".

First note that by Lemma 2 one has

(2.4) oiXk, k£S0U---uS„) = o(Xk, kc T0U---l>Tn)   V« = 0, 1, 2, ... .
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Lemma 3. Suppose n £ N. Suppose U is a nonempty subset of Sn such that

(to avoid trivialities) U =¿ Sn. Then the o-fields o(Xk), k £ S„ - U, and
o(Xk, k £ So U Sx U • • • U S„_i) are independent.

Proof. It suffices to prove this in the case where U has just one element, which

we shall cali h .
Case I. h = (n, 0, ... ,0). Then by (2.4) Lemma 3 asserts that the cr-fields

o(Xk), k £ T„ , and o(Xk , k £ T0 U • • • U Tn_x) are independent. But we

already have this trivially.
Case II. h ^ (n, 0, ... , 0). First note that by (2.4) we already have that the

cr-fields o(Xk), k £ Tn - {h}, and o(Xk , i:eSoU---U Sn-\) are indepen-
dent. Defining the set Q := S0 U • • • U S„-X U (Tn - {«}) and the cr-field sé :=
o(Xk , k £ Q), we now only need to prove that the r.v. X(„ >0,...,o) is indepen-

dent of sé .
Let A be an arbitrary atom of the (purely atomic) cr-field sé . To prove

that X(„)o)...>o) is independent of sé , it suffices to prove that P(X(„^0,...,o) =

y\A) = \ for y = -1, 1. It will be enough to go through the argument for

y=l.
The event A has the form A := {Xk — zkVk £ Q}, where zk £ {-1, 1} for

each k. By (2.1) and (2.2),

X(n,o,...,0) = XrXh ■ l[[Xk :k£Tn- {«}],

where j £ Zd is such that m := \\j\\ < n. Using (2.4), one has that Xn is

independent of sé . Defining the number z := Zj • l[[zk : k £ Tn - {«}], we

have that z £ {-1, 1} , and hence

P(X(n,o,...,0) = l\A) = P(z-Xh = \\A) = P(Xh = z\A) = i.

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.

Now suppose i £ {1, ... , d} and m is an integer. To prove that the random

field X is "lattice-halfspace one-dependent", it suffices to show that the cr-fields

& := o(Xk , k £ G;m_i) and %? := o(Xk , k £ Him+X) are independent.

Define the set V :=Zx ■■■ xZx {m} xZx ■■■ xZ, where the set {m} is

in the i'th position. Then the sets G, m_t, V, Him+X partition Zd .

If m = 0, then by an induction argument using Lemma 3 the r.v.'s Xk,

k £ Zd - V, are independent, and it follows that the cr-fields & and <%? are

independent.

Suppose m > 1. Then V intersects each of the sets Sm, Sm+X, Sm+2, ...

but not So U • • • U^-i. By an induction argument using Lemma 3, the cr-fields

o(Xk), k £ (SmuSm+x l)Sm+2 U • • ■ ) - V, and o(Xk , k £ S0 U • • -uVi) are
independent. Since So U • • • U Sm-X c G,,m_i, it follows that S? and %? are

independent.
If m < -1, then & and %? are independent by a similar argument. Thus X

is "lattice-halfspace one-dependent", and the proof of Proposition 1 is complete.

3. Proof of Theorem 1

Olshen [14, p. 156, lines 4-12] employed a certain trick in order to "convert"

a nonstationary random sequence with certain properties (trivial "past" and

"future" tail cr-fields, a nontrivial "double" tail) into a stationary sequence with
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those properties. Olshen's trick was used later on in [1, §3], and it will be used

again here.

For each ; £ Zd , let X& := (X{kJ), k £ Zd) be a random field with all of the
properties specified in Proposition 1. Assume further that these random fields
X^ , j £ Zd , are independent of each other and have the same distribution.

Let 6: Zd -> {1/3, 1/32, 1/33, ...} be a one-to-one correspondence.

Define the random field X := (Xk , k £ Zd) as

(3.1) *fe:=X>0>xf-;'):/eZd]   VfceZd.

Note that the sum converges absolutely. Also note that

(3.2) o(Xk) = o(Xf -J), f£Zd)   Vk£Zd.

It is clear that the Xks are nondegenerate (in fact nonatomic) r.v.'s. The

proof that the random field X is strictly stationary can be spelled out somewhat

informally as follows: The random field Y := (XW> , j £ Zd) of random
fields is trivially strictly stationary. Suppose we define a function f(Y) :=

E[d(j)-X{~j) : j £ Zd]. Then for each k £ Zd, one has Xk = f(X^k+JK

j £ Zd), simply a "shift" of f(Y) by the vector k . Hence the random field X

is strictly stationary.
Next let us prove that X is "lattice-halfspace one-dependent". Suppose i £

{1, ... , d} and m is an integer. It suffices to prove that the cr-fields 2? :=

o(Xk , k £ Gjtm) and ß? :— o(Xk , k £ //,)W+2) are independent. Let the z'th

coordinate of any h £ Zd be denoted «,. Now by (3.2)

ST = a(xf], (h, j) e Z¿ x Zd such that h + j€Gi>m)

= \J [o(xf], j£Zd such that j, <m- «,)].
h€Z"

Similarly

X = \J [o(Xf], f£Zd such that j¡>m + 2- h¡)].
k&tß

Now for each fixed h £ Zd the two cr-fields in the brackets are independent.

It follows that 3? and %f are independent. Thus X is "lattice-halfspace one-

dependent".
All that remains now is to show that the random field X is "tail determinis-

tic". Suppose K £ Zd and B is an arbitrary finite subset of Zd . It suffices to

show that Xk is measurable with respect to o(Xk , k £ B).

By (3.2),

o(Xk ,  k£B) = o(xf],  (h, j) G Zrf x Zd such that h + j i B)

= \f [o(xf], j£Zd such that j£B-h)],
h€Zd

where B - h = {k - h : k £ B} , a finite set. For each « £ Zd , the r.v. X^]_h is

measurable with respect to the cr-field in the brackets. Since

o(XK) = o(Xf_h, h£Zd)

by (3.2), it follows that XK is measurable with respect to o(Xk, k £ B). Thus

X is "tail deterministic". This completes the proof.
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